PHO101 - LRM Camera App Guide
The Lightroom Mobile Camera
Types of cameras found in the LRM app.
-Auto
-Professional
-High Dynamic Range
-Long Exposure
-Depth Map
•To turn on Long Exposure and Depth Map go to your Settings:
-Gear icon -Top Right of Library Page.
-Scroll to the bottom and look for Technology Previews.
-Tap.
-Then turn on Long Exposure and Depth Map.
-The cameras will then be available to you in the LRM camera app.
•LRM Images are saved on your device and in the Adobe Cloud.
Auto
•Makes all the creative settings for you. Exposure, Shutter Speed, ISO,
White Balance, Focus.
•iPhone you have all lenses available.
•You have exposure lock.
•Presets High contrast
Flat
Warm shadows
High contrast black and white
Flat black and white
When you shoot through a preset they are non destructive, you can always
revert back to normal in the edit process.
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With Professional you can control each of these yourself allowing for more
creativity and control when making the image. Did you notice I did not
mention the aperture? This is because mobile devices have fixed
apertures. You cannot change them, unless using an app designed to
simulate the aperture.
Exp - This controls over and under exposure. You can better match what
you are seeing using this control.
Sec - Controls shutter speed. Stop that action or slow it down to explore
blur and motion
ISO - Manually control the ISO e=sensitivity to control noise in low light
situations
WB - Choose the correct White Balance for your setting.
[+] - This setting allows you to manually focus the camera.
Look for the green highlight along the edge to know where the focus is
set. This is known as Focus Peaking - you can also use this with mirrorless
and point and shoot cameras.
Reset - Tap this to reset all the controls back to automatic.
•iPhone you have all lenses available.
Exposure Lock
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Presets High Dynamic Range
In HDR your camera shoots 3 frames in a row, correct exposure, over
exposure and an under exposed shot. Then blends the frames together for
a higher dynamic range image. The end image will have more shadow and
highlight detail.
•Hold the camera steady for best results.
Exp - This controls over and under exposure. You can better match what
you are seeing using this control.
WB - Choose the correct White Balance for your setting.
[+] - This setting allows you to manually focus the camera.
Look for the green highlight along the edge to know where the focus is
set. This is known as Focus Peaking - you can also use this with mirrorless
and point and shoot cameras.
Reset - Tap this to reset all the controls back to automatic.
Exposure Lock
•iPhone you have 2 lenses available.
Dynamic range is the ratio between the brightest and darkest parts of an
image, from pure black to brightest white. The best digital cameras
capture only half as much range as the human eye.
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Long Exposure
Exp - This controls over and under exposure. You can better match what
you are seeing using this control.
Sec - Controls shutter speed. Stop that action or slow it down to explore
blur and motion
Anti Shake/Image Stabilization - Keep this on
WB - Choose the correct White Balance for your setting.
[+] - This setting allows you to manually focus the camera.
Look for the green highlight along the edge to know where the focus is
set. This is known as Focus Peaking - you can also use this with mirrorless
and point and shoot cameras.
Reset - Tap this to reset all the controls back to automatic.
Exposure Lock
•iPhone you have all lenses available.
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Depth Capture Requires iPhone with dual camera (iPhone 7+, 8+, X)
Images are captured in HEIC format with depth map information. Depth
map is used to apply selective edits to photos. You will use the depth
selection tool to turn a depth map into a selection that can be modified
with a brush found in the LRM selective edit tab.
Exp - This controls over and under exposure. You can better match what
you are seeing using this control.
Exposure Lock
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Before shooting start by selecting your Capture Settings:
1 - File Formats
JPG - This is a processed compressed file format. This format is good for
grabbing a quick shot in good lighting. These files can be edited in LRM or
Photoshop but the image has been processed in camera losing the depth
of information that can be manipulated. This is an 8 bit file
RAW/DNG - A RAW or DNG file contains all the info the camera is capable
of capturing with your selected exposure. This format is best for difficult
lighting situations or if you plan to work the file in LRM edit or
Photoshop.Image info can be lost with poor exposure. With this format
more information in the file is recoverable. Recovered info can be
pixelated and have contrast issues and more problems. Take the time to
make good exposures.You will have greater control over shadow and
highlight detail as well as white balance and color correction or
enhancement. A RAW/DNG file does not compress the file information These are very large files, 12-16 bit files depending on the camera or app
capturing the data.
HEIC - An HEIC file contains one or more images saved in the High
Efficiency Image Format. This file is commonly used to store images on
mobile devices. It may contain one image or a sequence of images along
with metadata that describes each image. The file extension heir os most
commonly used but you may also see HEIF files.
Shooting With the LRM camera you will only have the choice of jpg or
DNG - if shooting with Depth Map - HEIC will be the only file option by
default.
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2 - Overlays To access the overlays and self timer - Tap the 3 little dots, top right
3 - Choose an Aspect Ratio:
You can always revert to the full un-cropped version while editing
the photo - Choose Original from the aspect ratios.

4 - Timer

5 - Grid and Level
I use the rule of 3rds - Explore your choices.
The Level option at the end is a favorite for keeping your horizons
straight. Tap and give it a try
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6 - Show or hide Highlight Clipping
Use this to see if there is highlight clipping in your image.
Highlight clipping is when you lose highlight detail, where parts of
the image are over exposed. You will see horizontal stripes where
the clipping is occurring also known as zebra stripes.

7 - Settings
I leave Max Screen Brightness off
I keep Geotag Photos on - You may choose to turn this off if you
have children or do not want people to know where you live or
travel.
I keep Save Unprocessed Originals on.
Gives me more options down the road.

I generally keep the flash turned off. On camera flash is not a flattering light.
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A LRM Camera Exploration - 10 points extra credit •Photograph one scene with each of your 5 cameras.
For each camera and scene shoot the available formats.
•Name each file with the camera used.
•Do not edit the files - See what they look like straight out of the camera.
•Submit the images in the extra credit portal within Canvas - LRM Camera Exploration.
-In the comments tell me the diﬀerences you see between the cameras. Be specific.
if you used a preset let me know. If you explored movement in a long exposure let me know. If you changed the
settings in the Professional Camera let me know what you did. Communicate, that’s how I can help you grow.
•These must be submitted by the third Tuesday 11:59pm of the semester. No Late extra credit will be accepted.
•Images must be submitted in the extra credit portal. Do not email me the images.
Shoot the same scene - Same position with each of the 5 cameras. Use a post it note in each scene to let me know the
camera and format. If you have a whiteboard this is a good time to use it. (My example does not have either. I used the
metadata and typed the info onto the file. I used Photoshop to do this. We will learn more about Metadata soon!)
Exploration is how we learn what the cameras are capable of. Explore and give each a try, over and over again. Then
when you only have a second to make a photo, you will know what approach to take, to make the image you have in
your head.
-Auto - JPG, DNG - Explore the presets.
-PRO - JPG, DNG - Explore the setting options using this camera.
-HDR - DNG
-Long Exposure - JPG, DNG - What happens if you set the exposure to 1, 2 or 3 seconds and move the camera?
-Depth Map - HEIC - We will get into manipulating these files later in the semester.
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